WIND IN THE REEDS

OUVERTURE, SUITE & CONCERTOS FOR CHALUMEAUX

G. P. TELEMANN | J. C. GRAUPNER | J. F. FASCH
WIND IN THE REEDS

JOHANN CHRISTOPH GRAUPNER (1683-1760) CONCERTO FOR TWO CHALUMEAXS (ALTO AND BASS), STRINGS AND BASSO CONTINUO IN C MAJOR (GWV 303) • OVERTURE FOR STRINGS AND BASSO CONTINUO IN E FLAT MAJOR (GWV 429)

JOHANN FRIEDRICH FASCH (1688-1758) CONCERTO FOR SOPRANO CHALUMEAU, STRINGS AND BASSO CONTINUO IN B FLAT MAJOR (FWV L:B1)

GEORG PHILIPP TELEMANN (1681-1767) CONCERTO FOR TWO CHALUMEAXS (ALTO AND TENOR), STRINGS AND BASSO CONTINUO IN D MINOR (TWV 52:D1) • SUITE FOR STRINGS AND BASSO CONTINUO IN G MAJOR (“LA BIZARRE”) (TWV 55:G2)

LENGTH
35 minutes + 35 minutes

PERFORMERS: 15 MUSICIANS

SOLOISTS
Nicola Boud and N.N., chalumeaux

LES MUFFATTI
6 violins, 2 violas, 2 cellos, double bass, harpsichord, theorbo

TIMEFRAME
Season 2017-2018

BUDGET
Upon request
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Emilie Menz
General Manager
+32 (0)474 533 148
+32 (0)2 503 27 33
emilie@lesmuffatti.be
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Despite their shared etymology (both are reeds), the shawm and the chalumeau are distinct instruments. The shawm is a member of the oboe family, whereas the chalumeau is a direct ancestor of the clarinet.

Although its range is limited, the chalumeau enjoyed great popularity between 1700 and 1740. Its fine timbre was appreciated by Rameau, Caldara, Steffani, Vivaldi, and many others, and it consequently featured in a large number of compositions until it was eventually replaced by the clarinet.

One of those who fell for the chalumeau was Johann Christoph Graupner, whose name, sadly, is now much more familiar to musicologists than musicians or music lovers. Nevertheless, Graupner’s talent, the size of his oeuvre, and the reputation he enjoyed during his lifetime were all exceptional. His contemporaries Johann Friedrich Fasch and Georg Philipp Telemann were also entranced by the chalumeau’s velvety tone, and included it in a number of their works.

In cooperation with the internationally renowned clarinettist Nicola Boud, Les Muffatti have compiled a programme which will propel the chalumeau and those who composed for it back from semi-obscurity into the limelight. The programme is designed to portray a true family likeness, featuring works for soprano, alto, tenor and bass chalumeaux.